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Abstract 
The sharp lower bound of the kth largest positive eigenvalue of a tree T with n vertices, and the sharp 
lower bound of the positive eigenvalues of such a tree Tare worked out in this study. A conjecture on 
the sharp bound of the kth eigenvalue of such a T is proved. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a simple graph with n vertices. Two edges of G incident to the same 
vertex will be called adjacent edges. An edge subset M wherein no two edges are 
adjacent will be called a matching of G. A matching with the maximum number of 
edges will be called A maximum matching and the size of A maximum matching will 
be called the edge independence number of G. Let the adjacency matrix of G be 
A(G) =(aij) where aij= 1 if vertex Vi is adjacent to vertex aj; and aij=O if ai is not 
adjacent to Vj* 
The characteristic polynomial of G is denoted as P(G, A)= det (AZ - A(G)) (some- 
times P(G,1) is simply represented by P(G)), and the roots of P(G,A) are called 
eigenvalues of G. 
If G is a tree T, then since A(T) is a real and symmetric matrix and T a bipartite 
graph, the n eigenvalues will be denoted in the following sequence: 
n,(T)~n,(T)~...~n,(T) where l,(T)= -An-k+l(T). 
1,(T) (k=1,2, . . . . n) is called the kth eigenvalue of T. Obviously, only the condition 
1 <k 6 n/2 needs to be considered. 
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Fig. 1. 
A number of good results have been worked out as regards the upper bounds of 
A,(T) (1~ k < n/2). See Ref. 4. As for its lower bounds, a generally known conclusion is: 
Al(T)>2 cos --E- 
n+l 
with equality iff TzP,. Yet the other eigenvalues L,(T) (2 <k< n/2) are simply 
&(T)>O where the equality can be deduced from the property of star Ki,,_ I and the 
result is however, trivial. Godsil[3] has proved his theorem: A forest F with 2s vertices 
and a perfect matching has the minimum positive eigenvalue 
1(F)> 2 cos 5 
2s+l 
with equality iff FE Pzs. Hong [S] makes the generalization of Godsil’s theorem as 
follows: A forest F with n vertices has the minimum positive eigenvalue 
1(F)a2cos Cd21 x 
2 [n/2] + 1 
with equality iff F lPzm,zl. Also, Hong has obtained (in certain cases) the lower 
bound of I,(T) and introduced the conjecture on the lower bound of &Z,(T): 
Let T be a tree with n vertices and edge independence number q. For 2 < k < q, one 
has 
n,(T) > &(Si!;z+ 2) with equality iff T z S~k_;~+2 
where S.‘“_;:+, is a tree formed by making an edge from a one-degree vertex of the 
path PZk_ Z to the center of the star K1,._Zk+l. (A graph Sz!;z+2 is shown in Fig. 1.) 
In the present paper, the following conclusions are arrived at: 
(a) The kth positive eigenvalue of T with n vertices is 
&.(T)a2 COS ok with equality iff TgSS,Zk_;,Z+Z 
where ok is the unique solution to the equation 
sin(2k+l) 8-(n-2k)sin(2k-1)8=0 
on the interval ((k - l)n/(2k - l), kn/(2k + l)]. 
(b) The minimum positive eigenvalue of T with n vertices is 
I(T)>2cos 
n-1+(-1) 
2n+2(-1) 
7c with equality iff T r P, 
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(n being even), TE Pk (n being odd) where P:, is a tree formed by making a new pendant 
edge from u,,_~ on the path u1 ...u,-~. 
(c) Hong Yuan’s conjecture o Conclusion (a). 
The above-mentioned conclusions combine to give the solution to the formerly 
unsolved problem of the lower bound of &. 
In addition, in this paper an interesting proposition that 4 can be related to nonzero 
eigenvalues is introduced. 
Notional points left unexplained in this paper are to be found in Cl, 21. 
2. Lemmas and conclusions 
Lemmas 1 and 2 have been proved in [2, p. 19 and p. 781. 
Lemma 1. Given that V’ is a vertex subset of graph G and 1 V’( = k, we have 
lt(G)>li(G- V)>Ai+k(G) 
Lemma 2. Given a forest F and vertex u in F, then 
P(F,A)=AP(F--,A)- c P(F-u-_-,1) 
u adj u 
where the summation means that all vertices v’s being adjacent to u are taken. 
Lemma 3. Given a forest F with edge independence number q, it follows that: 
(1) 1,(F) is the minimum positive eigenvalue of F; 
(2) WO, A,(F)) 
P(F, 4 
i 
~0 (q being even), 
CO (q being odd). 
Proof. Let P(F, A) = 1” + Cl= 1 Ci;ln-i. Then Ci = (- l)i CH (- l)w’H’, where the sum- 
mation goes all over subgraphs H of F on i vertices whose components are single 
edges; W(H) denotes the number of components. See [2, p. 321. Since the edge 
independence number of F is q, we have 
C2,=C(-1)4#0 and Ci=O (i>2q). 
H 
It is easy to obtain the conclusion of this lemma. 0 
Let u be a pendant vertex. To facilitate the discourse, we will henceforth call the 
unique neighbor of u the pendant neighboring vertex of u. 
Lemma 4. Let Ft be a graph formed by drawing 1 new pendant edgesfrom the pendant 
neighboring vertex v of a pendant vertex u in a forest F. It follows that for 130, 
P(&A)=IlP(F,A)-lP(F-u-v,A). 
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Proof. This lemma is easily proved using Lemma 2 and by induction. 0 
Lemma 5. If k>2, one obtains 
(1) 2cosWl)~ ,,=~k-,(P,k-,)>~k(s,2~;:,2)~~k(P2k) 
kn: 
=2cos- 
2k+l 
where the equality in the last inequality holds ifs n=2k. (Note that S;-2 z’P..) 
equation (2) &(S~!;~+,)=2 cos Ok where ek is the unique solution of the 
sin(2k + 1) 8 -(n - 2k) sin(2k - 1) 8 = 0 over the interval 
( 
(k-1)x kK 
2k_1’2k+l. 1 
Proof. By induction, it can readily be proved that 
-2cose -1 
-1 -2c0s 8 -1 
P(P,, -2c0se)= . . * . . . 
. . 
. . -2c0se ’ ‘-I 
-1 -2c0se 
txt 
=(-lY 
sin(t+l)e 
sine . 
Thus, let A= - 2 cos 8, &(O, n/2) and AE( -2,0). Then 
P(S,2!;:+2,A)=m sin ‘“-*‘[ ’ (2k+1)8-(n-2k)sin(2k-1)8]. 
Let 
f(B)=sin(2k+ 1)8-(n-2k)sin(2k- 1)8, 
Since f’(O)=(2k+ 1) cos(2k + 1) e-(n-2k)(2k- l)cos(2k- 1) 8, and V&(&, 42) one 
obtains 
kx-n<(2k-l)O<kTc-x/2<(2k+l)O<kx+rc/2. 
Therefore, one can have eitherf’(@>O orf’(e)cO, i.e. f(e) is strictly monotone over 
(e1970. 
Moreover, because 
f(e1)=sin(2k+ l)&, 
f (0,) = -(n - 2k) sin (2k - 1) e2 
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(2k-l)x<(2k-2)rr< 2kx 
(2k+1)2 (2k-1)2 (2k+1)2 where k’2’ 
it follows that 
S0f(8~)f(&)<O with equality ifff(dz)=O iff n=2k. Recalling that (0,,&)~(0,,7~/2), 
we have l& as the unique solution off(e) = 0 over (0,) tl,] and the maximum root of 
f(0) over (0, x/2); also, ok = ez iff n = 2k or, S,_- 2k*i+ 2 2 P2k. Evidently, by the transforma- 
tion A = -2 cos 8, the image I* = - 2 cos ok of the maximum root & of f(e) on the 
interval (0,x/2) is the maximum negative root of P(S,2!;z+2). In other words, 
X=2cos 8k is the minimum positive root of P(S,Z”_-* 2k+2) or, &(S:k_;:+2)=2eosgk. 
What has been stated above, when putting together, gives the conclusions arrived at 
in this lemma. 0 
Lemma 6. For a forest F with 2s vertices and an edge independence number s, 
with equality iff F z P2,. 
Proof. See [3]. This lemma can be proved in the same way as in Lemma 8. 0 
Lemma 7. Let T* be a tree with an edge independence number q (q > 2) and with 
a perfect matching, i.e. 1 V(T*) I= 2q. A new tree T is a tree with n vertices formed by 
drawing n- 2q new pendant edges from some of the pendant neighboring vertices (a 
subset V* of vertices next to the pendant vertices) of T*. When 1 and s edges are drawn 
from vI and v2 of T respectively (vl and v2 belong to the subset V*) the new tree is 
denoted Tt.,. If 12 s > 1 and 
W’L,) < 2 ~0s 
k-lb 
2(q-l)+l’ 
then the minimum positive eigenvalue of T,,, is strictly greater than the minimum 
eigenvalue of Tt+I,S_l. That is, 
I,(TI,,)>I,(T,+,,,-,). 
Proof. Let M* be a maximum matching of T *. Evidently, M* is also a maximum 
matching of T,,, and T,+,,,_, . In other words, they all have the same edge 
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independence number q. T,,, and Tl + 1 ,s_ 1 are shown in Fig. 2, where TO, O = T,,, - 
{W 1, . . ..w.,w;, . . . , wl} . From Lemmas 2 and 4, 
P(T,,,)=~P(T,,,-,)-~“P(TW-~,-u*) 
=nP(T,,,_,)-ns+‘[P(T~,~-~~-~~)-zP(To,o-v~-u~-~~-u~)], 
P(T,+,,,-l)=~P(T,,,-,)-~‘+lP(TO,,-,-u,-a,) 
=IP(T,*,_,)-Is+‘[P(T,,,-v,-u,) 
-(s-l)P(To,o-uz-uz-ul-ul)] 
whereupon 
Also, from Lemma 2, 
P(T,,,-u,-u,)=IP(T,,,-u,-u,-u,)-P(T,,,-u,-u,-u,-u,) 
one has 
+(l-s)P(T,,,-u,-uz-u~-ul)]. (1) 
For an arbitrary matching MO of TO,, -ul -u z - u2 we readily see that there exists 
a matching M,j’ in the subgraph T* - v1 -ul -u2 (of To,, -vi -u2 -u2) such that 
IMol=IM,$l including the case M,=M$. Seeing that u1ulru2u2~M*, one has that 
the edge independence number of To, o - u1 - u 1 - u2 is equal to that of the subgraph 
T* - u1 - u1 - u2, which is q - 2. In the same way we also have that the edge indepen- 
dence number of T0,0-u2-u2-u1-u1 is q-2 and that of T0,0-u2-u2 is q-l, 
respectively. Suppose T’ is any one of the three subgraphs mentioned above. And M’ 
is the maximum matching of T’ and V(T’)\V(M’)= I/, i.e. VI is the set all un- 
saturated vertices of T’ by M’. From Lemmas 1 and 6 we have 
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Hence none of the minimum positive eigenvalues of the three graphs is smaller than 
2cos (4-1)x 
2(q-l)+l’ 
Therefore from Lemma 3: For k(O,2 cos ((q - 1) 42 (q - 1) + l)), we have 
wo,o-~l-~l-u,) 
>O q being even, 
<O q being odd, 
W0,0-Q-4 
<O q being even, 
>O q being odd, 
w0,0-~1-~1-~2-~2) 
>O q being even, 
<O q being odd. 
Recalling that 
4#-I,J < 2 cm 
h-1)x 
2(q-l)+l’ 
and setting I =1,(7’,,,), we have 
~(TI+l,s-l~~,(TI,d) 
<O q being even, 
>O q being odd, 
and because of the edge independence number of T,+,,,_ 1 being q; and also from 
Lemma 3, we obtain the final result: 
In the discussion below we shall call the path u1u2 ... aI the pendant path of 
a connected graph G at u1 if d&J=2 and i=2, . . . , l- 1 and uI is a pendant 
vertex of G. 
Let T * be a tree with edge independence number q and with a perfect matching (i.e. 
) V(T *) I= 2q), w. be a pendant vertex of T *. Construct n-2q new pendant edges 
l4OWi (i=1,2, . . . . n-2q) from the pendant neighboring vertex u. of w. and a new tree 
with n vertices is formed. To a vertex u. of this tree two pendant paths ubu; .a. vi and 
UOUl ... u, are connected. The new tree is denoted Thqf. Also, the tree formed by 
connecting u1 with an edge to uj, in subgraph Thqt--uOul is denoted as Tt+t,O. 
Lemma 5. Let T& be a tree dejined as above with q > 3, h # 0, t # 0 and uj, # wi, u, # wi 
(i=O, . . . . n - 2q); and 
~(T;,,)<~cos 
(q- l)n: 
2(q-l)+l’ 
We have the minimum positive eigenualue of Tt,, strictly greater than that of TE+f,O, i.e. 
&(T,O+,o)<4(T,qJ. 
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Proof. Let M* be the perfect matching of T* and T”=T~,t-{u;,...,~~, u~,...,u,}. 
From the relation uOe V(M*), it follows that at least one of the edges u,,u; and uOul 
does not belong to M*. So it is justified that the relation uoul~M* can be assumed 
henceforth. TE,, and Ti+,,O are shown in Fig. 3. As u, # Wi and I& # Wi, we have vi_ 1 vi, 
u,_ 1 U,E M * and M * remains the maximum matching of Tt+,,O. Thus the edge 
independence number of either T& or TE+,,o is q. 
Let u = ul. By Lemma 2 (to make the discussion consistent hroughout the proof, it 
is assumed that P(P,) = 1 and P(P_ I ) = 0 hereafter), for h # 0 and t # 0, we have 
P(T,q,)=~~(T,q,)~(~,-,)-~(~,-,)~(P,)P(To-~o)-P(P,-,)P(T~,o), 
P(T” ~+~,o)=~P(Thqo)P(P~-,)-P(P,-,)P(T,O-,,o)-P(P,-,)P(T~,o) 
where TiO=Tit- . (0 1 ,..., u,} and T~_l,O=Thqr-{ul ,..., u,,uj,}. Therefore 
P(T~O+~,O)=P(T~~,)-P(P,-,)CP(T,O-,O)-P(P,)P(T~-~O)I. (2) 
Case I: h being odd. 
We have u. u; E M * in this case. By Lemma 2 
-P(P,_,) c P(T’-uo-u). 
uad UC, 
usV(P) 
Substitute this into (2) we have 
W:+,,o)=J’(T:,,)+ c J’(T”-~o-n)W’,-#V’~-J 
uaduo 
usY(P) 
(3) 
Since u. u; EM * and u. w. E M * we have u. # uo. Thus, there exists UE V(M *) for each 
vertex u of (3). Let I.&EM * and F, = P,_ 1 + P,, _ 1 + (To -u. - u). So, recalling that 
F, = To- {uo, ul, u;, u} and uot&, u1 u2, uu’~M*, it is valid that the matching 
M*\{uou;, u1u2,uu’} is a maximum matching of F,. Hence, the edge independence 
number of F, is definitely q-3. 
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Making use of (3) and of the edge independence number of F,, we can complete the 
proof of Lemma 8 in Case I as follows. 
Suppose M is a maximum matching of F,, or V, = V(F,)\ V(M). By Lemmas 1 and 
6, one can write 
I,-3(F,)&&-_3(F,- V,)>2cos 
(4-1)x 
2(q-l)+l’ 
and from Lemma 3, 
(4-1)x 
2(q-l)+l 
c P(T”-uo-u)P(P,_l)P(Ph_l) <O q being even, 
uadv,, >O q being odd. 
usV(T9 
Recalling that 
Iq(T&)<2cos 
(cl- 1)x 
2(q-l)+l’ 
one has 
W ~+t,oJ,U%N 
CO q being even, 
>O q being odd 
by setting A=A,(Tz,,). 
Therefore, the relation 1, (Tho+,,o) < A, (TE,,) is proved from the edge independence 
number of TE+t,o and Lemma 3. 
Case II: h being even. 
We have uoz& EM * in this case. By Lemma 2 
P(Pl)=AP(Pl_1)-P(PI_2) I=h, h-l. 
Substitute this into (2) we have 
P(T” ~+~,o)=P(Thq,)+P(P,-,)P(P,-,)C~P(T”-~o)-P(To)l. (3’) 
Let uoui+M*, F,=Ph_l+Pt_l+(To-uo) and Fz=P,,_l+Pt_l+To. Then 
F~=%-(~oJ&} F~=T::t-{~i,4}. 
So, recalling that uou;EM* and uOulEM*, we can justify that the matching 
M*\{ &4,h~2,UOGl } is a maximum matching of F1 and M *\{u; u;, u1 u2 > is that 
of F2. 
Making use of (3’) and of edge independence numbers of F1 and F2, this lemma in 
the Case II can be proved in the same way as in the Case I. 0 
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Theorem 1. Given a tree T of n vertices and an edge independence number q (2 2). The 
smallest positive eigenvalue of T, 
1,(T) > AJS,24_;,2+ 2) = 2 cos 8 
with equality 18 TES~‘L;~+~. 8 is the unique solution on the interval 
((q - 1) x/(2q - l), (&(2q + l)] to the equation 
sin(2q+ 1)8-(n-2q)sin(2q- 1)0=0. 
Proof. Let A4 be the maximum matching of T and v’ the set of all unmatched vertices 
of T by M, T being heteromorphic with S,24_;,2+ z. To prove A,(T) > A,(S$L;~+ *). 
Case I: T- V’ has at least two components. 
Evidently the edge independence number of each component is strictly smaller than 
q. Thus, recalling that 1,&T- V’) is equal to the smallest of all the minimum positive 
eigenvalues of the components, one obtains from Lemmas 1, 6 and 5: 
I,(T)>I,(T- V’)~2cos (q-1)71 
2(q-l)+l 
> &(S%:+ 2). 
Case II: T- V’ is a tree. 
Let UC V(T- V’), and u be an adjacent vertex of U. Obviously UE V(T- V’). Other- 
wise the edge independence number of Twill be strictly greater than q. If u is not the 
pendant neighboring vertex of T- V’ and the edge saturating v in M is denoted by e, 
then MI =(M\e)uuo is another maximum matching of T, and T- V( V(T)\ V(M,)) is 
disconnected (as shown in Fig. 4). Just like the way we give the proof in Case I, we 
have A,(T) > l,(S,24;,2+ J. If there exists any UC V(T- V’) whose adjacent vertices are 
the pendant neighboring vertices of T- V’, we can, by Lemma 5, assume 
A,(T)<2cos (4-1)x 
2(q-1)+1 
so as to make T- V’ correspond to T * in Lemmas 7 and 8. We begin with applying 
Lemma 7 repeatedly to T and transform it into tree T1 which satisfies Lemma 8. Next 
we apply Lemma 8 to T1, also in a repeated way, and transform it into Sz4_;i+2. 
Notice that if T is heteromorphic with S$!,i+ 2, either Lemma 7 or Lemma 8 is to be 
applied at least once in the transformations mentioned above. Therefore 
A,(TW,(S%;+d. 
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so Theorem 1 is proved by combining all that has been stated above along with 
Lemma 5. 0 
Corollary 1.1. Let T be a tree of n vertices and A(T) a certain non-zero eigenvalue of it. 
When IA(T)1 d2cos Ok where t$ is the unique solution to the equation 
sin(2k+ 1)8-(n-2k)sin(2k- l)e=O on the interval 
(k-1)x kx 
2k_1’2k+l ’ 1 
then the edge independence number q of the tree T satisfies q > k. 
Theorem 2. Let T be a tree with n vertices. For the kth positive eigenvalue of T, 
we have 
~k(T)~~k(S,2k_2k2+2)=2~~~6k (k32) 
with equality iJjc TZ S:“_;f+ *, where ek is the unique solution to the equation 
sin(2k+1)8-(n-2k)sin(2k-1)8=0 
on the interval 
(k-1)x kn 
2k-1’ 2k+l 1 
Proof. We proceed to prove that the kth positive eigenvalue of T i.e. 
& (T) > ;Ik (Sik_;,Z+ 2) when T is heteromorphic with S,‘!;,‘,, . 
Case I: The edge independence number of T, q = k. 
From Theorem 1 it is proved that A,(T)>A.,(S,Zk_;~+2). 
Case II: The edge independence number of T, q > k. 
As q > k 3 2, it is evident that there exists always at least one path P5 in T, denoted 
P5 = u1 ~2~3 u4u5 such that T- u3 has at least two components having more than one 
vertex. If the edge independence number of each of the components of T-u3 is not 
greater than k- 1, Ak will exist in the following inequalities 
where the edge independence number of T- u3 is not smaller than k; and 1,(T- u3) is 
not smaller than the smallest of the minimum positive eigenvalues of the components 
of T- u3. Designate the component with the smallest minimum positive eigenvalue by 
T’ whose edge independence number is q’. The inequalities above are readily proved 
by employing Lemma 1, Theorem 1 and Lemma 5. Suppose T-u3 has a component 
TI whose edge independence number is strictly greater than k- 1. And MI is 
a matching of k - 1 edges in T1 and uv is a single edge of another component. Denote 
M=MIuuv. Then T-(V(T)\V(M)) must be formed by a forest with an edge 
independence number k- 1 and a single edge. In the same manner we obtain the 
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previous inequality, we have 
UT)a&(T-(VT)\WW))>M%,Z+J. 
Combining this with Lemma 5, one readily sees that the theorem is proved. 0 
Corollary 2.1. The smallest positive eigenvalue of a tree on n vertices, 1(T), satis$es 
I(T)>2cos 
n-l +(-lYn: 
2n+2(-1) 
with equality ifs TE P, (n being even), T% PL (n being odd) where P:, is a tree formed by 
making a new pendant edge from v,,_~ on the path vlv2 ... v,,_~. 
Corollary 2.2. Hong Yuan’s conjecture - Theorem 2. 
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